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LEARN “TALLY” BE EMPLOYABLE MAIN PRODUCT IS ITS ENTERPRISE PLANNING 

SOFTWARE CALLED TALLY.ERP 9 WITH SINGLE AND MULTI-USER LICENCES      

             
By : M.S.Yatnatti Editor and Video Journalist Bengaluru :Reportedly GST and mid market are the main target for ERP players and among them are Tally and SAP  Business Suite and People Soft  J D Edwards  by 

Oracle and Baan and Ramco  and ESS and SYMCO by private players and Navision by Microsft are top players . Learning these applications provides jobs to many people as entire India is poised for GST as all 

companies and enterprises need to follow GST.Tally Solutions Pvt. Ltd., is an Indian multinational company that provides Enterprise Resource Planning software. It is headquartered in Bangalore, Karnataka India. 

The company reports that its software is used by more than 10 Million customers. Tally Solutions, then known as Peutronics,was co-founded in 1986 by Shyam Sunder Goenka and his son Azad  . Azad was running a 

company that supplied raw materials and machine parts to plants and textile mills in southern and eastern India. Unable to find software that could manage his books of accounts, he asked his son, Bharat Goenka, 

23, a Maths graduate to create a software application that would handle financial accounts for his business.The first version of the accounting software was launched as an MS-DOS application. It had only basic 

accounting functions, and was named Peutronics Financial Accountant. It was known as the first code less package, a feature that made it easy for most people to use. Tally main product is its Enterprise Planning 

Software called Tally.ERP 9 with single and multi-user licences. For large organisations with many branches, Tally.Server 9 is offered. The software handles accounting, inventory management, tax management, 

payroll etc.Accounting or book keeping is an important aspect of running a business successfully. With up-to-date, accurate financial data, be on top of your tax liabilities, manage payables and 

receivables, be aware of the financial health of your organization, and address any query from stakeholders - all this because information is at your disposal. Tally.ERP 9 provides simple-to-

use accounting features that enable you to record business transactions easily. You can record transactions necessary for your business by creating and maintaining masters, vouchers, and 

generating reports. It also allows you to perform and manage all of the major accounting operations in your business.Tally your books accurately! With Tally.ERP 9, automate your invoicing processes 

or customise invoices, using predefined accounting classifications and classes. Create and print accurate GST bills using the in-built error detection and correction capability in our GST-ready software. Experience 

simple, fast, meticulous accounting management . Accelerate compliance activities by effortlessly recording statutory transactions. Tally.ERP 9 gives you great flexibility in setting up your chart of accounts. It allows 

you to group your ledger accounts right at the time of creating your accounts chart. Your reports and statements reflect the desired classification at all times. You can create more ledgers and groups, as per your 

business requirement. What's more? Generate, view, and automate your reports to view data that help you analyse and foster financial status. 

Your Balance Sheet is a snapshot of your company's financial condition. View the Balance Sheet on a date specified by you to improve visibility and call for necessary action. You can also configure to view your 

balance sheet in diverse ways - compare financial statement of different periods for different branches, and view them quarterly for improved insights and analysis. Furthermore, you can integrate your accounts 

with inventory. Inventory balance figures are updated on your balance sheet and P&L automatically. Analyse the movement of funds/cash and change in the financial position of your company between two 

accounting periods. Set up necessary controls and budgetary allocations that aid in deciding future financial policies. Gain deeper visibility on the sources from which additional fund were derived and for which 

these funds were used. Create as many bank accounts as you want in Tally.ERP 9 and maintain all details effortlessly. Details like account number, IFSC, and address are maintained. Configure your cheque book 

details for each bank and enable auto bank reconciliation. One-time entry of bank details for your parties enables smooth transfer of e-funds. By just selecting the bank of your party, Tally.ERP 9 identifies if the 

transfer is to the same bank as the company, or inter-bank. Choose from a wide range of transaction types like cheque/DD, Electronic Cheques, e-fund transfers. Generate cash deposit slips for depositing cash and 

print deposit slips with the denomination details. With Tally.ERP 9 generating and printing payment advice to be sent to suppliers or other parties along with the cheques or other instruments is also easy. Also, 

generate deposit slips for payments received through cheque or demand draft which need to be deposited into the bank. Tally.ERP 9 provides effective cheque management systems by allowing creation of multiple 

cheque books with unique ranges for every bank. You can also keep track of your post-dated cheques. Maintain multiple cheque books with cheque range and use it to auto-increment cheque number during voucher 

entry. This, along with duplicate cheque number validation, will reduce manual error and increase the speed of data entry. Cheque register is a tool to manage cheques through their lifecycle – from issue to 

reconciliation. Identifying unreconciled cheques and reconciling them is just a click away. Tally.ERP 9 provides more than 350 cheque formats (powered by TSS). Enjoy the flexibility in defining cheque dimensions 

as per your requirement. Use the cheque printing report and print multiple cheques in one go. Difference in book balance and bank balance is very common but the differences could result in bounced cheques or 

exhausted bank balances. Reconciling your books of accounts with your bank accounts is critical. With Tally.ERP 9, you can easily access accurate information by using the Bank Date to mark your vouchers. View 

statements of verification based on the clearing date for smooth and hassle-free reconciliation. The convenience of making your payments anytime, anywhere, is now possible with Tally.ERP 9. Tally.ERP 9 syncs 

your bank master, party master and voucher entry into a common platform sending the payment transaction to the bank. The e-Payments feature in Tally.ERP 9 allows you to make electronic fund transfer from one 

bank to another. You can choose to make payments through e-Fund Transfer, Electronic Cheque or Electronic DD/PO. You can send completed payment transactions to the bank, with accurate bank details, either 

during voucher creation or from an intuitive e-Payments report. e-Payments in Tally.ERP 9 is supported for both vendor and payroll payments. 

Today everybody is trying to turn into an entrepreneur  . The ERP next is business management system for entrepreneurs . ERPNext is a comprehensive and affordable ERP solution containing modules that allow 

small and medium businesses to manage planning, budgeting, inventory and supply chain management, accounting and human resources. ERPNext is open source software written in Python, JavaScript and 

MySQL. Some of ERPNEXT’s key features include:Completely web-based Managing sales and sales teams Purchasing, inventory Invoicing, payments  Tasks, payroll with email, SMS.Ease of use: ERPNext is an 

interesting ERP web app because it takes the complexity out of ERP and is much more affordable than most of its competitors. The problem facing many companies nowadays is that a proper ERP system is very 

expensive and difficult to implement.This is where ERPNext is very different from most ERPs. Unlike many ERP systems, ERPNext is open-source and is designed for small to medium-sized businesses. It is based on 

wnframework, which was built primarily for the system itself but also features plenty of customization options.Customer Service:In addition to phone and email support, ERPNext offers a collection of tutorials in 

their Knowledge Base as well as helpful instruction with Guides featuring several helpful articles to get you started and keep your system running smooth.Add-Ons and Integration:ERPNext can be easily integrated 

with several other tools like Magento Shopping Cart, Quickbooks and Tally, also with marketplaces including Amazon and Ebay.The company claims that even more extensions and applications are on the way to 

further build on.In Conclusion: ERPNext is a no-frills powerful system that proves that enterprise-resource planning (ERP) systems don’t have to be really complicated and expensive to do what you need them to 

do.ERPNext gives you the tools you need when you need them at a cost most businesses can afford.The Sales Pitch :Built for small and medium sized businesses across the world. Manufacturing Ideal for discrete 

manufacturing (Make to Order, Engineer to Order). Manage material planning, shipping, sales and accounting, customer support and more.Retail Multi-store retail business can track inventory, sales, billing, 

warranties, returns and much more across all their stores.Distribution Keep track of inventory, sales, serial numbers, batches across locations and warehouses. Manage billing, expenses and purchasing.Services 

Consultancies and service providers (software companies) can manage billing, accounting, projects, support online.Features :Selling: Lead, Opportunity, Quotation, Rates Taxes Terms and Conditions, Sales Order, 

DiscountsBuying: Purchase Request, Supplier Quotation, Purchase Order.Managing Inventory: Purchase Receipt, Rejections, Quality Inspections, UOM Conversions, Currency Conversions, Delivery Note, Stock 

Entry, Sub-Contracting, Serial Numbers..Reportedly success is a subjective notion, if there ever was one. Increase your confidence by taking action. Broaden your definition of authenticity. Improve your social skills. 

Train yourself to delay gratification. Demonstrate passion and perseverance for long-term goals. Embrace a "growth mindset." Invest in your relationships. These are the scientific seven ways to achieve better 

success in your life and venture and entrepreneurship. Check out the findings from several studies, which shine a light on what it takes to achieve more in life as cited. 

Be your own boss .Create a startup and be your own boss .Let it be small or big be your own boss .A small seed can become big tree .You have to have passion commitment and good idea good networking skills .A 

start up need to have a well documented business plan investment strategy and including exit options to angel investors in the start itself aslater problem should noy crop up with founders. You should have good 

product and it should be in need and it should have better feature than other products. what is not working discontinue it .Scale it as demand grows .Do not ignore Marketing .Growth capital is very important but do 

not over raise the finance and hire good talent as an when it is required .Do not over pay as it will be very difficult to manage the start up.Time is everything .Be different find right investors and venture capitalists 

and not vulture capitalists. Raise money intelligently find the right people be sure and flexible .Do not ignore open source technology. Well documented code of conduct is very important for every employee.and 

directors of the startup.   Well defined Information technology is one of the biggest mass employers. Be different startup .Find unsolved problems of customers and solve it, everybody has problems. Many have many 

problems .Few problems are universal. Few problems are local few are national and few are international .Find unsolved problems. Companies succeed because they solve and understand the unsolved problem and 

come up with solutions that are very different from what others do. Put yourself in the customer's position; perhaps you would have experienced a pain point yourself. You may not fully understand the difficulty 

unless you experience it yourself .Develop deep customer insights. Secret of your success is in Passion, determination, vision, agility, team play, fund-raising skills.What exactly defines the DNA of a booming startup? 

What do some of the biggest names in the investment community look for in startups and entrepreneurs Clarity of vision Domain expertise? What key factors do successful entrepreneurs attribute to their triumph? 

Need to be understood diligently. IT major Infosys has reportedly increased the salary of its top executives but the base scale for entry-level software engineers has not changed for more than five years..Infosys pays 

around Rs 23-27,000 for entry-level software engineers with BE and Rs 12-15,000 for entry-level BSc freshers, according to sources. According to experts, starting salaries offered by other IT companies are in the 

same range. Information technology is one of the most important mass employer in the country today providing significant value   addition and employment creation. 

Do not under estimate power of common man and freelance recruiters . IT companies need to recruit the recruiters and partner with Freelance Recruiters / small and effective search firms / recruiting or staffing 

agencies / recruiting vendors if they want to be super successful. Freelance Recruiters will have Good understanding of recruitment business and Good communication skills and Ability to work on complex 

requirements and they must have subscription to candidate database like naukri.com, moster.com or timesjob.com. Freelance recruiters work on recruitment mandates and earn revenue by placing candidates in 

companies across industries and profiles. The freelance recruiters will work from home on requirements posted by clients (recruitment firms and other organizations).Do you have the passion to excel, urge to be 

creative, a never-ending thirst for knowledge and the desire to grow? Then, Indian ICT companies are the right place for you because they focus on building a culture of innovation and breakthrough thinking, which 

results in value creation. The work environment and corporate culture ensures your personal and professional development along with the overall growth of their organizations.IT companies need to recruit the 

recruiters and partner with Freelance Recruiters / small and effective search firms / recruiting or staffing agencies / recruiting vendors if they want to be super successful. A study by IT expert in recruitment process 

outsourcing  shows that the recruitment industry is going through a crunch of 200 professionals every day. IT companies need to build the militia for the warfare. Simultaneously, build the army," is the advice of , 

Lead, HR and Recruiting, experts in  India, for young HR managers. The `War for Talent is a reality, and it need to  handle the problem of the growing lacuna in HR talent, particularly recruiters, in the country. It's 

clear India does not have enough HR horsepower to handle the needs of the IT/ITES (IT-enabled services) industry. These sectors in the country, expected to employ about two million people by 2016, i.e, double the 

number of people they employ today, will predictably suffer from a severe shortage of competent HR talent soon. According to industry estimates, in the people's business, for every 50-75 person recruited, one HR 

job gets created. This roughly translates into a demand for 40,000 people skilled in the HR area for the tech sector alone in the next three years. This excludes the needs of other booming sectors such as retail, 
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telecom, textiles and the recruitment industry itself, which needs as many people. A study by IT  recruitment process outsourcing firm, shows that the recruitment industry is going through a crunch of 200 

professionals every day. Large organisations are often recruiting in excess of 1,000 people per year and one recruiter can effectively handle 5-20 placements a month. Generally recruiting teams are often as large as 

15-20 people, with some organizations having recruiting teams with over 150 people. If you don't have people, you lose billing hours which translates into loss of revenue." Therefore the war for talent is now 

beginning at source: i.e., hirers are being hired first, both at recruitment divisions of companies and at recruitment firms. The country produces one million graduates every year. With a little bit of training, this pool 

can be filled easily. Readers can look into List of websites of IT Companies in India at  http://memberdirectory.nasscom.in/MemberCompanyFreeSearch.  Contract Staffing is dependent completely on the Staffing 

Partners empanelled. According to industry estimates, the current RPO market is around Rs. 10,000 crore in India with HR companies offering RPO as one of their services. Be alert as a job scam occurs when 

someone offers you a fictitious job opportunity, typically through a false website or unsolicited e-mail. The victim is often asked to provide personal information and/or payments to the solicitor. If you get a job offer 

that seems like it’s too good to be true, be sure to do your homework – it probably is. Scammers are beginning to use well-known brands to entice job seekers to apply to their fictitious positions.It has been observed 

and reported and alleged that that certain agencies/individuals have been making job offers on behalf of Accenture and other IT companies. in exchange for money. Important notice about careers at Accenture is 

published at Accenture website at www.accenture.com/in-en/careers/important-notice .Accenture has not authorized any agency, company or individual to either collect money or arrive on any monetary 

arrangement in exchange for a job at Accenture. Accenture’s criterion for hiring candidates is merit. Any agency, company or individual offering employment with Accenture in exchange for money is 

misrepresenting their relationship with Accenture, which has not authorized any such action .Accenture reserves the right to initiate police complaints against any individual or entity that is found to be engaging in 

such an act. Accenture is not obliged or bound to honor any job assurances made through such means, particularly in exchange for money. Accenture has appointed professional recruitment agencies to extend / offer 

employment to Accenture, subject to those candidates possessing the relevant skills. If you are approached by any entity or individuals who demand money or any other form of compensation in return for a job offer 

at Accenture – even if they present themselves as representatives or employees of Accenture – please send us the details at india.fc.check@accenture.com.Accenture now sends out digitally signed offer letters to 

candidates who are shortlisted to join us. These offer letters contain a unique reference number on the bottom of the first page in the document. A candidate can check the authenticity of the offer letter by visiting the 

site https://india.jobs.accenture.com/CheckOfferLetter.aspx and providing the required information. For any clarifications, do reach us on recruitment.support@accenture.com. 

A part of the Tata group, India’s largest industrial conglomerate, TCS has over 344,000 of the world’s best-trained consultants in 46 countries. The company generated consolidated revenues of US $15.5 billion for 

year ended March 31, 2015 and is listed on the National Stock Exchange and Bombay Stock Exchange in India. For more information, visit TCS  at www.tcs.com. Don’t buy things you simply can't afford .If you live 

above your means, you won't get rich. Even if you start earning more or get a hefty raise, don't use that as a justification to give yourself a lifestyle raise. Work smart and get success, According to financial adviser 

Ric Edelman, in order to ensure future wealth, you must equally work hard and smart. One way, he suggests, to do that is to invest your money in the stock market or a retirement fund. “You can do this without 

taking a huge amount of risk, without a lot of effort, and without spending a lot of time,.Put emphasis on earning, Another way to work smart? Increase your earnings, not just your savings.“The masses are so 

focused on clipping coupons and living frugally, they miss major opportunities,“ reportedly said Siebold .There's no need to abandon practical saving strategies. However, if you want to start thinking like the rich, 

stop worrying about running out of money and focus on how to make more. A common thread among millionaires is that they develop multiple streams of income and adopt smart savings habits.don't be content 

with a steady paycheck ,Average people choose to get paid based on time -on a steady salary or hourly rate -while rich people choose to get paid based on results and are self-employed.“It's not that there aren't 

world-class performers who punch a time clock for a paycheck. But for most, this is the slowest path to prosperity, promoted as the safest,“ said Siebold. “The great ones know self employment is the fastest road to 

wealth.“While the world-class continue starting businesses and building fortunes, “The masses almost guarantee themselves a life of financial mediocrity by staying in a job with a modest salary and yearly pay 

raises,“ he added.Note that  “everyone has the same opportunity to acquire wealth,“ says self-made millionaire Steve Siebold.But not everyone seizes the opportunity. Be out of comfort zone if you want to build 

wealth, be successful, or get ahead in life, you're going to have to get used to uncertainty or discomfort. Overcoming fear and taking calculated risks are the key elements to achieving success.“World class thinkers 

learn early on that becoming a millionaire isn't easy and the need for comfort can be devastating. They learn to be comfortable while operating in a state of ongoing uncertainty,“ said Siebold. Pursue your own 

dream.If you want to be successful, you have to love what you do -that means pursuing your passion.Too many people make the mistake of chasing someone else's dream -such as their parents' -explains Thomas C 

Corley, who spent five years researching self-made millionaires.“When you pursue someone else's dreams or goals, you may eventually become unhappy with your chosen profession,“ he said. “Your performance 

and compensation will reflect it.“ One of the most effective ways to earn more money over time is to invest it, and the earlier you start, the better.You don't have to be an expert about personal finance or use fancy 

economic jargon to start investing. You don't have to come from an affluent family, and you don't even have to earn a massive paycheck. Start by investing in your retirement savings or a low-cost target date fund 

and you'll see huge returns in the long run. 

 

      

 

 

ADVERTORIALS AND CONSULTANCY HELP LINE 
 

You may have problems with Government Departments PWD, BDA, BMRDA, KIADB, TOWN PLANNING DEPARTMENTS AND Development Authorities BBMP, Taluka office, D.C. Office, Corporation, 

K.S.R.T.C., Commercial Tax Offices, K.E.B., Pension problems, Acquisitions of Land Problems , Khata, Bifurcation, Tax Revision. Banks Problems etc, which may be have been pending for months, and years in 

Government files etc. 

Everybody is facing Problems, Problems? 

 

Kindly write to us, we analyze and convince ourselves and if appropriate then we will take your problems, to concerned authorities, ministries, i.e., through our news paper property politics and try to help you. 

We also provide consultancy and Liaison service on case to case bases as per agreed terms and fees. Write your problems with Xerox copies, 

 

M.S.Yatnatti , Editor and Video Journalist Consultant  Mobile: 9945116476  E-Mail: msyatnatti@yahoo.com    propertypolitics@gmail.com 
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